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Purchase Guide
Pricing Overview
：

Last updated 2022-08-25 16:01:56

：

Note

You can use the CSS price calculator to estimate your LVB and LEB fees.

Billable items include the basic services and value-added services of CSS. Extended service fees will also be charged
if you use CSS features that rely on the capabilities of other Tencent Cloud products.
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Basic service fees are the fees for using LVB and LEB and are charged based on either traffic or peak bandwidth
usage.
Value-added service fees are the fees for using value-added features such as transcoding, recording,
screencapture, porn detection, time shifting, and relay. These features are disabled by default and are billed only
when enabled.
Extended service fees are the fees for using the capabilities of other Tencent Cloud products and are charged
according to the billing rules of the corresponding products.
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Basic Service Fees
Basic service fees include LVB fees and LEB fees.
Billable Item

Description

Billing Mode

LVB traffic
(default)

LVB traffic fees are charged based on the downstream and/or
upstream traffic consumed. By default, only downstream traffic is
billed.
Prices differ for regions inside and outside the Chinese
mainland.

Daily pay-asyou-go
Monthly payas-you-go

LVB peak
bandwidth

LVB bandwidth fees are charged based on the downstream
and/or upstream bandwidth consumed. By default, only
downstream bandwidth is billed.
Prices differ for regions inside and outside the Chinese
mainland.

Daily pay-asyou-go
Monthly payas-you-go

LEB traffic fees are charged based on the downstream and/or
upstream traffic consumed. By default, only downstream traffic is
billed.
Prices differ for regions inside and outside the Chinese

Daily pay-asyou-go
Monthly pay-

LEB traffic
(default)

mainland.

LEB peak
bandwidth

LEB bandwidth fees are charged based on the downstream
and/or upstream bandwidth consumed. By default, only
downstream bandwidth is billed.
Prices differ for regions inside and outside the Chinese
mainland.

as-you-go

Daily pay-asyou-go
Monthly payas-you-go

：

Note

Because LEB uses channels with ultra-low latency, its traffic/bandwidth fees are slightly higher than those of
LVB.
CSS provides monthly billing to customers with large monthly demands. To change your billing mode,
please contact your sales rep.
For more details about changing your billing mode, see Changing Billing Modes.

Value-Added Service Fees

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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Billable Item

Description

Billing
Mode

Fees for using standard transcoding features
Standard
transcoding

Standard transcoding fees are charged if you use the
watermarking, standard transcoding, or stream mixing
features.
The fees are based on the transcoding duration and
resolution of the output stream.

Fees for using the speed codec transcoding feature
Live
transcoding

Daily
pay-asyou-go
Monthly
pay-asyou-go
Daily
pay-as-

Top Speed
Codec

Top Speed Codec transcoding fees are charged if you use the
Top Speed Codec transcoding feature.

you-go

transcoding

The fees are based on the transcoding duration and

Monthly

resolution of the output stream.

pay-asyou-go

Fees for using the audio transcoding feature
Audio
transcoding

Audio transcoding fees are charged if you use the audio
transcoding or audio mixing feature.
The fees are based on the audio transcoding duration.

Audio and video are recorded according to a recording
Live recording

template and the recording files generated are saved to VOD.
Recording fees are based on the peak number of
concurrent recording channels.

Live screencapture

Screenshots of a live stream are taken at times specified in a
template and saved to COS.
The fees are based on the number of screenshots taken.
We offer a free tier of 1,000 screenshots per month.

Daily
pay-asyou-go
Monthly
pay-asyou-go
Monthly
pay-asyou-go

Monthly
pay-asyou-go

Using the porn detection feature will incur screencapture and porn
detection fees.
Porn detection is billed based on the number of
Intelligent porn detection

screenshots analyzed. We offer a free tier of 1,000 screenshots
for porn detection per month.
Screencapture is billed based on the number of

Monthly
pay-asyou-go

screenshots taken. We offer a free tier of 1,000 screenshots per
month.
Pull and relay

The fees are billed based on the duration of pull and relay tasks.
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pay-asyou-go
Pull and relay to third
parties

Time shifting

Monthly

Fees for relaying to a URL that does not belong to the current
Tencent Cloud account

pay-asyou-go

Time shifting fees are billed based on the total time-shift period.

Daily
pay-asyou-go

Extended Service Fees
Billable Item

Description

Billing Mode

Storing recording

Recording files are saved to VOD, which incurs VOD storage fees.
The fees are based on the actual storage duration and

VOD pay-as-you-

files

Storing
screenshots

storage space used.
Screenshots generated by live screencapture and porn detection
are saved to COS, which incurs COS storage fees. The fees are
billed based on the actual storage duration and storage
space taken.
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Basic Services
Billing of LVB
：

Last updated 2022-11-07 15:31:55

Overview
Billing mode: Daily pay-as-you-go
Billing cycle: Daily billing cycle. Traffic fees generated each day are deducted the following day. For the actual fee
deduction and bill generation time, see your billing statement.
The default mode for new users of LVB is bill-by-traffic.
Billing regions outside the Chinese mainland:
Asia Pacific 1: Hong Kong (China), Singapore, Macao (China), Vietnam, Thailand, Nepal, Cambodia, Pakistan
Asia Pacific 2: Taiwan (China), Japan, Malaysia, Indonesia, South Korea
Asia Pacific 3: Philippines, India, Australia
North America: United States, Canada, Mexico
Europe: Netherlands, Germany, Russia, United Kingdom, Ireland, Italy, Spain, France
Middle East: United Arab Emirates, Türkiye, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Iraq
Africa: South Africa
South America: Brazil, Colombia, Argentina
The conversion factor for units of traffic/bandwidth is 1,000. For example, 1 TB = 1,000 GB.
A CSS service day is 00:00-23:59 (UTC+08:00).
At 00:00 (UTC+08:00), January 4, 2022, CSS adjusted the daily billing prices and pricing tiers of LVB’s basic
services and started billing usage outside the Chinese mainland by region instead of at a unified price. For details,
see Notice: CSS to Adjust Prices of Basic Services.

：

Note

By default, fees are billed based on downstream usage. However, upstream usage will also be billed if the
ratio of downstream traffic to upstream traffic is smaller than 10:1 and the highest upstream bandwidth used
in a day exceeds 100 Mbps.
The billing method, tiered pricing rules, and billing regions (inside/outside the Chinese mainland) for
upstream traffic are the same as those for LVB playback traffic. Upstream traffic has been billed since
00:00 (UTC+08:00), July 1, 2021.
Billing example:
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Take the Asia Pacific 1 billing region for example. Assume that the total downstream and upstream traffic
used in a day are 9 GB and 1 GB respectively, and the highest upstream bandwidth used is 101 Mbps.
Because the ratio of downstream traffic to upstream traffic is 9:1, which is smaller than 10:1, and the peak
upstream bandwidth usage is higher than 100 Mbps, the traffic fee would be:
Upstream traffic fees + Downstream traffic fees = 0.0748 (USD/GB/Day) x (9 (GB) + 1 (GB)) = 0.748 USD.

Acceleration Outside the Chinese Mainland
Traffic/Bandwidth usage outside the Chinese mainland is the downstream traffic/bandwidth used when users connect
to Tencent Cloud’s acceleration origin servers outside the Chinese mainland. You can choose to be billed by traffic or
by bandwidth. By default, new users are billed by traffic.

Bill-by-traffic
Pricing
We bill traffic outside the Chinese mainland by region on a daily basis and adopt a tiered pricing approach. See below
for the pricing tiers:
Price (USD/GB/Day)
Traffic Tier

0-2 TB

Asia

Asia

Asia

Pacific

Pacific

Pacific

1

2

3

0.0748

0.1236

0.1138

0.0715

0.0715

0.1951

0.1951

0.1675

0.0699

0.1138

0.1041

0.0634

0.0634

0.1789

0.1789

0.1593

0.0585

0.1057

0.0911

0.0504

0.0504

0.1675

0.1675

0.1463

0.0504

0.0911

0.0813

0.0325

0.0325

0.1545

0.1545

0.1382

0.0455

0.0846

0.0715

0.0260

0.0260

0.1382

0.1382

0.1301

North
America

Europe

Middle
East

Africa

South
America

2 TB
(inclusive) 50 TB
50 TB
(inclusive) 100 TB
100 TB
(inclusive) - 1
PB
≥ 1 PB

Billing details
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Billable item: Downstream traffic generated during LVB playback outside the Chinese mainland
Billing rules: Fees are calculated by multiplying the total traffic consumed in a day in a billing region by the unit price
of the corresponding tier.
Billing example
Assume that you used the LVB service on January 4, 2022 and consumed 1 TB of downstream traffic in Hong Kong
(China) and 6 TB of downstream traffic in Russia. On January 5, 2022, you would be charged:
0.0748 (USD/GB) x 1000 (GB) + 0.0634 (USD/GB) x 6000 (GB) = 445.2 USD.
By default, fees are billed based on downstream usage. However, upstream usage will also be billed if the ratio of
downstream traffic to upstream traffic is smaller than 10:1 and the peak upstream bandwidth used in a day exceeds
100 Mbps. The billing mode, list prices, and tiered pricing rules for upstream usage are the same as those for
downstream usage.

Bill-by-bandwidth
Pricing
We bill bandwidth usage outside the Chinese mainland by region on a daily basis and adopt a tiered pricing approach.
The fee is based on your peak bandwidth usage in a day. See below for the pricing tiers:
Price (USD/Mbps/Day)
Asia
Pacific

Asia
Pacific

Asia
Pacific

1

2

3

0.2049

0.6016

0.6228

0.1984

0.1984

0.9333

0.9333

0.8455

0.1854

0.5415

0.6049

0.1805

0.1805

0.9203

0.9203

0.8276

(inclusive) - 20
Gbps

0.1707

0.4829

0.5561

0.1681

0.1681

0.9008

0.9008

0.8065

≥ 20 Gbps

0.1626

0.4228

0.5041

0.1593

0.1593

0.8911

0.8911

0.7967

Bandwidth Tier

0-500 Mbps

North
America

Europe

Middle
East

Africa

South
America

500 Mbps
(inclusive) - 5
Gbps
5 Gbps

Billing details
Billable item: Downstream bandwidth used during LVB playback outside the Chinese mainland
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Billing rules: Fees are calculated by multiplying the highest bandwidth used in a day in a billing region by the unit
price of the corresponding tier.
Billing example
Assume that you used the LVB service on January 4, 2022 for playback in Macao (China) and your bandwidth
usage reached 600 Mbps at the highest. On January 5, 2022, you would be charged:
0.1854 (USD/Mbps) x 600 (Mbps) = 111.24 USD.
By default, fees are billed based on downstream usage. However, upstream usage will also be billed if the ratio of
downstream traffic to upstream traffic is smaller than 10:1 and the peak upstream bandwidth used in a day exceeds
100 Mbps. The billing mode, list prices, and tiered pricing rules for upstream usage are the same as those for
downstream usage.

Traffic/Bandwidth Usage in the Chinese Mainland
LVB is a basic service of CSS and is billed based on the downstream traffic/bandwidth consumed during live
streaming. LVB provides two daily pay-as-you-go billing modes: bill-by-traffic and bill-by-bandwidth. You can choose
whichever suits your needs.

Bill-by-traffic
Pricing
We bill LVB traffic on a daily basis and adopt a tiered pricing approach. See below for the pricing tiers:
Traffic Tier

Price (USD/GB/Day)

0-2 TB

0.0423

2 TB (inclusive) - 10 TB

0.0407

10 TB (inclusive) - 50 TB

0.0390

50 TB (inclusive) - 100 TB

0.0358

100 TB (inclusive) - 1 PB

0.0309

≥ 1 PB

0.0260

Billing details
Billable item: Downstream traffic consumed during LVB playback in the Chinese mainland
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Billing rules: Fees are calculated by multiplying the total traffic consumed in a day by the unit price of the
corresponding tier.
Calculation formula:
Consumed traffic = Bitrate/8 x Total playback duration.

：

Note

Total playback duration = Daily number of online viewers x Average playback duration per viewer. That is to
say, the total playback duration is the same if 1 viewer watches for 60 minutes and 60 viewers watch for 1
minute each.

Traffic fees = Consumed traffic x Unit price of the corresponding tier
Billing example
Assume that a live streaming session lasted for 2 hours and the bitrate was 1 Mbps (This is the sum of the audio
bitrate and video bitrate. If you transcode the stream to a specific video bitrate, the sum of this video bitrate and the
audio bitrate will be used for billing). If 100 viewers watched the live stream for 1 hour each and 50 viewers
watched it for 2 hours each, the consumed traffic would be:
1 (Mbps)/8 x 7,200 (s) x 50 (Viewers) + 1 (Mbps)/8 x 3,600 (s) x 100 (Viewers) = 90,000 (MB) = 90 GB.
Assume that you used the LVB service on January 4, 2022 and consumed 90 GB of downstream traffic. On
January 5, 2022, you would be charged:
0.0423 (USD/GB) x 90 (GB) = 3.807 USD.
By default, fees are billed based on downstream usage. However, upstream usage will also be billed if the ratio of
downstream traffic to upstream traffic is smaller than 10:1 and the peak upstream bandwidth used in a day exceeds
100 Mbps. The billing mode, list prices, and tiered pricing rules for upstream usage are the same as those for
downstream usage.

Bill-by-bandwidth
Pricing
We bill LVB bandwidth usage on a daily basis and adopt a tiered pricing approach. The fee is based on your peak
bandwidth usage in a day. See below for the pricing tiers:
Bandwidth Tier

Price (USD/Mbps/Day)

0-500 Mbps

0.1057

500 Mbps (inclusive) - 5 Gbps

0.1024

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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Bandwidth Tier

Price (USD/Mbps/Day)

5 Gbps (inclusive) - 20 Gbps

0.0992

≥ 20 Gbps

0.0943

Billing details
Billable item: Downstream bandwidth used during LVB playback in the Chinese mainland
Billing rules: Fees are calculated by multiplying the highest bandwidth used in a day by the unit price of the
corresponding tier.
Billing example
Assume that the bitrate of a live streaming session was 500 Kbps (This is the sum of the audio bitrate and video
bitrate. If you transcode the stream to a specific video bitrate, the sum of this video bitrate and the audio bitrate will
be used for billing), and there were 100 concurrent viewers at the peak, the highest bandwidth used would be:
500 (Kbps) × 100 = 50,000 (Kbps) = 50 Mbps.
Assume that you used the LVB service on January 4, 2022 and your bandwidth usage reached 50 Mbps at the
highest. On January 5, 2022, you would be charged:
0.1057 (USD/Mbps/Day) x 50 (Mbps) = 5.285 USD.
By default, fees are billed based on downstream usage. However, upstream usage will also be billed if the ratio of
downstream traffic to upstream traffic is smaller than 10:1 and the peak upstream bandwidth used in a day exceeds
100 Mbps. The billing mode, list prices, and tiered pricing rules for upstream usage are the same as those for
downstream usage.

：

Note

If you have a large-scale live streaming business and your spending on Tencent Cloud resources has
exceeded or is expected to exceed 10,000 USD, then a daily billing mode may not meet your needs. Please
contact the Tencent Cloud sales team or submit a ticket for other billing options.

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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Billing of LEB
：

Last updated 2022-11-07 15:29:59

Overview
Billing mode: Daily pay-as-you-go
Billing cycle: Daily billing cycle. Traffic fees generated each day are deducted the following day. For the actual fee
deduction and bill generation time, see your billing statement.
Billing regions outside the Chinese mainland:
Asia Pacific 1: Hong Kong (China), Singapore, Macao (China), Vietnam, Thailand, Nepal, Cambodia, Pakistan
Asia Pacific 2: Taiwan (China), Japan, Malaysia, Indonesia, South Korea
Asia Pacific 3: Philippines, India, Australia
North America: United States, Canada, Mexico
Europe: Netherlands, Germany, Russia, United Kingdom, Ireland, Italy, Spain, France
Middle East: United Arab Emirates, Türkiye, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Iraq
Africa: South Africa
South America: Brazil, Colombia, Argentina
The conversion factor for units of traffic/bandwidth is 1,000. For example, 1 TB = 1,000 GB.
A CSS service day is 00:00-23:59 (UTC+08:00).
Because LEB uses channels with ultra-low latency, its traffic/bandwidth fees are slightly higher than those of LVB.
LEB does not support live streams with B-frames. If a pushed stream contains B-frames, the system will remove
them through transcoding, which will incur transcoding fees.
Playback using a browser only supports the standard WebRTC protocol and does not support AAC. If a stream
pushed contains audio in AAC format, the system will transcode the audio into Opus format, which will incur audio
transcoding fees.
At 00:00 (UTC+08:00), January 4, 2022, CSS adjusted the daily billing prices and pricing tiers of LEB’s basic
services and started billing usage outside the Chinese mainland by region instead of at a unified price. For details,
see Notice: CSS to Adjust Prices of Basic Services.

：

Note

By default, fees are billed based on downstream usage. However, upstream usage will also be billed if the
ratio of downstream traffic to upstream traffic is smaller than 10:1 and the highest upstream bandwidth used
in a day exceeds 100 Mbps.
The billing method, tiered pricing rules, and billing regions (inside/outside the Chinese mainland) for
upstream traffic are the same as those for LVB playback traffic. Upstream traffic has been billed since
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00:00 (UTC+08:00), July 1, 2021.
Take the Asia Pacific 1 billing region for example. Assume that the total downstream and upstream traffic
used in a day are 9 GB and 1 GB respectively, and the highest upstream bandwidth used is 101 Mbps.
Because the ratio of downstream traffic to upstream traffic is 9:1, which is smaller than 10:1, and the peak
upstream bandwidth usage is higher than 100 Mbps, the traffic fee would be:
Upstream traffic fees + Downstream traffic fees = 0.1496 (USD/GB/Day) x (9 (GB) + 1 (GB)) = 1.496 USD.

Acceleration Outside the Chinese Mainland
Traffic/Bandwidth usage outside the Chinese mainland is the downstream traffic/bandwidth used when users connect
to Tencent Cloud’s acceleration origin servers outside the Chinese mainland. You can choose to be billed by traffic or
by bandwidth. The former is used for new users by default.

：

Note

LEB bill-by-traffic/bandwidth rules for regions outside the Chinese mainland took effect on April 20, 2021. Since
April 21, 2021, all bills have been generated according to the new billing rules.

Bill-by-traffic
Pricing
LEB traffic outside the Chinese mainland is billed by region on a daily basis, and is based on tiered pricing. See below
for the pricing tiers:
Price (USD/GB/Day)
Traffic Tier

0-2 TB

Asia
Pacific

Asia
Pacific

Asia
Pacific

1

2

3

0.1496

0.2472

0.1398

0.1171

North
America

Europe

Middle
East

Africa

South
America

0.2276

0.1431

0.1431

0.3902

0.3902

0.3350

0.2276

0.2081

0.1268

0.1268

0.3577

0.3577

0.3187

0.2114

0.1821

0.1008

0.1008

0.3350

0.3350

0.2927

2 TB
(inclusive) 50 TB
50 TB
(inclusive) 100 TB
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Price (USD/GB/Day)
Traffic Tier

100 TB
(inclusive) - 1

Asia
Pacific

Asia
Pacific

Asia
Pacific

1

2

3

0.1008

0.1821

0.0911

0.1691

North
America

Europe

Middle
East

Africa

South
America

0.1626

0.0650

0.0650

0.3089

0.3089

0.2764

0.1431

0.0520

0.0520

0.2764

0.2764

0.2602

PB
≥ 1 PB

Billing details
Billable item: Downstream traffic consumed during LEB playback outside the Chinese mainland
Billing rules: Fees are calculated by multiplying the total traffic consumed in a day in a billing region by the unit price
of the corresponding tier.
Billing example
Assume that the bitrate of a live streaming session was 500 Kbps (This is the sum of the audio bitrate and video
bitrate. If you transcode the stream to a specific video bitrate, the sum of this video bitrate and the audio bitrate will
be used for billing), and there were 100 concurrent viewers at the peak, the traffic consumed would be 500/8 x
3,600 x 100 = 22,500,000 KB = 22.5 GB.
Assume that you used the LEB service on January 4, 2022 and consumed 22.5 GB of downstream traffic. On
January 5, 2022, you would be charged:
0.1496 (USD/GB) x 22.5 (GB) = 3.366 USD.
By default, fees are billed based on downstream usage. However, upstream usage will also be billed if the ratio of
downstream traffic to upstream traffic is smaller than 10:1 and the peak upstream bandwidth used in a day exceeds
100 Mbps. The billing mode, list prices, and tiered pricing rules for upstream usage are the same as those for LVB
playback.

Bill-by-bandwidth
Pricing
We bill bandwidth usage outside the Chinese mainland by region on a daily basis and adopt a tiered pricing approach.
You are charged for your peak bandwidth usage in a day. See below for the pricing tiers:
Bandwidth Tier

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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Bandwidth Tier

Asia
Pacific
1

Asia
Pacific
2

Asia
Pacific
3

Asia
Pacific

Asia
Pacific

Asia
Pacific

1

2

3

0-500 Mbps

0.4098

1.2033

500 Mbps
(inclusive) - 5

0.3707

5 Gbps
(inclusive) - 20
Gbps
≥ 20 Gbps

Price (USD/Mbps/Day)
North
Europe
America

Middle
East

Africa

South
America

North
America

Europe

Middle
East

Africa

South
America

1.2455

0.3967

0.3967

1.8667

1.8667

1.6911

1.0829

1.2098

0.3610

0.3610

1.8407

1.8407

1.6553

0.3415

0.9659

1.1122

0.3363

0.3363

1.8016

1.8016

1.6130

0.3252

0.8455

1.0081

0.3187

0.3187

1.7821

1.7821

1.5935

Gbps

Billing details
Billable item: Downstream bandwidth used during LEB playback outside the Chinese mainland
Billing rules: Fees are calculated by multiplying the highest bandwidth used in a day in a billing region by the unit
price of the corresponding tier.
Billing example
Assume that the bitrate of a live streaming session was 500 Kbps (This is the sum of the audio bitrate and video
bitrate. If you transcode the stream to a specific video bitrate, the sum of this video bitrate and the audio bitrate will
be used for billing), and there were 100 concurrent viewers at the peak, the highest bandwidth used would be:
500 (Kbps) x 100 = 50,000 (Kbps) = 50 Mbps.
Assume that you used the LEB service on January 4, 2022 for playback in Macao (China) and your bandwidth
usage reached 50 Mbps at the highest. On January 5, 2022, you would be charged:
0.4098 (USD/Mbps/Day) x 50 (Mbps) = 20.49 USD.
By default, fees are billed based on downstream usage. However, upstream usage will also be billed if the ratio of
downstream traffic to upstream traffic is smaller than 10:1 and the peak upstream bandwidth used in a day exceeds
100 Mbps. The billing mode, list prices, and tiered pricing rules for upstream usage are the same as those for LVB
playback.

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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Traffic/Bandwidth Usage in the Chinese Mainland
LEB is a basic service of CSS and is billed based on the downstream traffic/bandwidth consumed during live
streaming.
LEB provides two daily pay-as-you-go billing modes: bill-by-traffic and bill-by-bandwidth. You can choose whichever
suits your needs. The default mode for new users of LEB is bill-by-traffic.

Bill-by-traffic
Pricing
We bill LEB traffic on a daily basis and adopt a tiered pricing approach. See below for the pricing tiers:
Traffic Tier

Price (USD/GB/Day)

0-2 TB

0.0846

2 TB (inclusive) - 10 TB

0.0813

10 TB (inclusive) - 50 TB

0.0780

50 TB (inclusive) - 100 TB

0.0715

100 TB (inclusive) - 1 PB

0.0618

≥ 1 PB

0.0520

Billing details
Billable item: Downstream traffic consumed during LEB playback in the Chinese mainland
Billing rules: Fees are calculated by multiplying the total traffic consumed in a day by the unit price of the
corresponding tier.
Billing example
Assume that the bitrate of a live streaming session was 500 Kbps (This is the sum of the audio bitrate and video
bitrate. If you transcode the stream to a specific video bitrate, the sum of this video bitrate and the audio bitrate will
be used for billing), and there were 100 concurrent viewers at the peak, the traffic consumed would be 500/8 x
3,600 x 100 = 22,500,000 KB = 22.5 GB.
Assume that you used the LEB service on January 4, 2022 and consumed 22.5 GB of downstream traffic. On
January 5, 2022, you would be charged:
0.0846 (USD/GB) x 22.5 (GB) = 1.9035 USD.
By default, fees are billed based on downstream usage. However, upstream usage will also be billed if the ratio of
downstream traffic to upstream traffic is smaller than 10:1 and the peak upstream bandwidth used in a day exceeds
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100 Mbps. The billing mode, list prices, and tiered pricing rules for upstream usage are the same as those for LVB
playback.

Bill-by-bandwidth
Pricing
We bill LEB bandwidth usage on a daily basis and adopt a tiered pricing approach. The fee is charged based on your
peak bandwidth usage in a day. See below for the pricing tiers:
Bandwidth Tier

Price (USD/Mbps/Day)

0 - 500 Mbps

0.2114

500 Mbps (inclusive) - 5 Gbps

0.2049

5 Gbps (inclusive) - 20 Gbps

0.1984

≥ 20 Gbps

0.1886

Billing details
Billable item: Downstream bandwidth used during LEB playback in the Chinese mainland
Billing rules: Fees are calculated by multiplying the highest bandwidth used in a day by the unit price of the
corresponding tier.
Billing example
Assume that the bitrate of a live streaming session was 500 Kbps (This is the sum of the audio bitrate and video
bitrate. If you transcode the stream to a specific video bitrate, the sum of this video bitrate and the audio bitrate will
be used for billing), and there were 100 concurrent viewers at the peak, the highest bandwidth used would be:
500 Kbps x 100 = 50,000 Kbps = 50 Mbps.
Assume that you used the LEB service on January 4, 2022 and your bandwidth usage reached 50 Mbps at the
highest. On January 5, 2022, you would be charged:
0.2114 (USD/Mbps/Day) x 50 (Mbps) = 10.57 USD.
By default, fees are billed based on downstream usage. However, upstream usage will also be billed if the ratio of
downstream traffic to upstream traffic is smaller than 10:1 and the peak upstream bandwidth used in a day exceeds
100 Mbps. The billing mode, list prices, and tiered pricing rules for upstream usage are the same as those for LVB
playback.

：

Note
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If you have a large-scale live streaming business, then a daily billing mode may not meet your needs. Please
contact the Tencent Cloud sales team or submit a ticket for other billing options.
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Value-Added Services
Live Transcoding (Watermarking, Stream
Mixing)
：

Last updated 2022-09-06 14:46:38
CSS provides standard transcoding, Top Speed Codec (TSC) transcoding, and audio transcoding services, which are
billed by the codec, live stream image resolution (size), and transcoding duration. Enabling watermarking or stream
mixing may also incur transcoding fees, which are billed by the resolution of the output live streams.

Notes
Billing mode: Pay-as-you-go.
Billing cycle: Daily billing cycle. The fees for a day will be deducted at 10 AM the next day. For users on the monthly
billing cycle, this month's transcoding bill will be generated between the 1st and 5th day of the next month.
Transcoding is disabled by default and can be enabled and configured via the CSS console or through
TencentCloud APIs.
The transcoding duration will be rounded up to the nearest 1 minute for billing.
If the transcoding service is not used, no fees will be incurred.

Standard Transcoding
Pricing
Codec
H.264

Recommended
Bitrate (Kbps)

Resolution

Price
(USD/min)

Notes (the longer side of the width and height is
defined as the long side of the live stream image)

500

480p

0.0028

The long side of the image is ≤ 640, and the short
side of the image is ≤ 480

1000

720p

0.0057

The long side of the image is ≤ 1280, and the
short side of the image is ≤ 720

1080p

0.0111

The long side of the image is ≤ 1936, and the
short side of the image is ≤ 1088

2K

0.024

2000
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4000

4K

0.0491

The long side of the image is > 2560, and the
short side of the image is > 1440

500

480p

0.0141

The long side of the image is ≤ 640, and the short
side of the image is ≤ 480

1000

720p

0.0275

The long side of the image is ≤ 1280, and the
short side of the image is ≤ 720

1080p

0.0549

The long side of the image is ≤ 1936, and the
short side of the image is ≤ 1088

2K

0.1183

The long side of the image is ≤ 2560, and the
short side of the image is ≤ 1440

4K

0.2366

H.265
2000

4000

The long side of the image is > 2560, or the short
side of the image is > 1440

：

Note

For example, if the long side of the image is 1280 and the short side of the image is 480, then the video
resolution will be counted as 720p. The side of the image with a greater value is taken to be the long side of the
image.

Billing overview
Billable item: The duration of live transcoding (or the duration of stream mixing or the watermarked live stream if the
stream mixing or watermarking feature is enabled).
Billing rules:
The fees are calculated by multiplying the transcoding duration by the codec and resolution on a day and the
corresponding unit price.
Live transcoding is triggered by stream pulling, and playback will incur standard transcoding fees. Live
watermarking is triggered by pushing and live stream mixing is triggered by signaling. Using live watermarking
and stream mixing will generate standard transcoding fees, even if the stream is not played back.

Billing formula
Standard transcoding fees = Transcoding duration x Price of the corresponding codec and resolution.

Billing example
If you used the live transcoding and watermarking service on January 1, 2021 where live stream A was transcoded to
H.264_720P for 1 hour and live stream B was watermarked at 480p for 30 minutes, then the live transcoding fees
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you would need to pay on January 2, 2021 would be as follows:
Daily live transcoding fees = 0.0057 (USD/min) × 60 (min) + 0.0028 (USD/min) × 30 (min) = 0.426 USD.

TSC Transcoding
Pricing
Codec

H.264

H.265

Resolution

Price (USD/min)

480p

0.0116

720p

0.0222

1080p

0.0443

2K

0.0886

4K

0.1772

480p

0.0349

720p

0.0665

1080p

0.1329

2K

0.2659

4K

0.5317

Billing overview
Billing rules: Fees are calculated by multiplying the TSC transcoding duration on a day and the corresponding unit
price.

Billing formula
TSC transcoding fees = Transcoding duration x Price of the corresponding codec and resolution.

Billing example
If you used the TSC transcoding service on January 1, 2021, where live stream A was transcoded to a TSC output at
720p for 1 hour and live stream B was transcoded to a TSC output at 480p for 30 minutes, then the TSC transcoding
fees you would need to pay on January 2, 2021 would be as follows:
Daily TSC transcoding fees = 0.0222 (USD/min) × 60 (min) + 0.0116 (USD/min) × 30 (min) = 1.68 USD.
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：

Note

If you have a large-scale live streaming business, then a daily billing mode may not meet your needs. Please
contact Tencent Cloud sales or submit a ticket to determine the best billing mode for you.

Audio Transcoding
CSS offers an audio transcoding service. The service offers high-quality audio transcoding features that can transcode
audio and video content to multiple formats, helping you reduce your adaptation, labor, and hardware costs, provide
more effective and reliable outputs for the audiovisual industry, and optimally adapt to your specific business.

Pricing
Billable Item

Billing Mode

Price

Audio transcoding

Billed by the audio transcoding duration

0.00099 USD/min

Billing overview
Billable item: The audio transcoding duration.
Billing rules: Fees are calculated by multiplying the audio transcoding duration on a day and the corresponding unit
price.

Billing formula
Audio transcoding fees = Unit price × Transcoding duration.

Billing example
If you used the audio transcoding service for 5 hours on February 1, 2021, then the live audio transcoding fees you
would need to pay on February 2, 2021 would be as follows:
Daily audio transcoding fees = 0.00099 (USD/min) x 300 (min) = 0.297 USD.

：

Note

New billing rules for the audio transcoding feature took effect on February 1, 2021. All bills since
February 2, 2021 have been generated according to the new billing rules.
Web push uses the WebRTC protocol and the Opus audio codec. If LVB is used for playing back web push
in the RTMP, FLV, or HLS formats, then transcoding will be initiated automatically to transcode audio into
the AAC format, which will incur audio transcoding fees.
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Live Recording
：

Last updated 2022-09-06 15:37:23
CSS can record live streams and store them in VOD. Using live recording will incur fees. Live recording is billed by the
peak number of concurrent recording channels of the month.

Notes
The recording feature is disabled by default and can be enabled in the console or through TencentCloud APIs.
The recorded video files are stored in the VOD console by default and will incur VOD fees. After you enable the
recording feature, please make sure that your VOD service is in a normal state. If it is not activated or is suspended
due to overdue payments, live recording will not be available, no recording files will be generated, and no recording
fees will be incurred.
For more information on how to calculate the peak number of recording channels, please see CSS Billing.

Pricing
Billing Item

Price (USD/Channel/Month)

Peak number of recording channels

5.2941

Billing Overview
Billable item: Number of live recording channels.
Billing mode: Pay-as-you-go.
Billing cycle: Monthly billing cycle. The current month's bill will be generated between the 1st and 5th day of the
next month. Please refer to your actual billing statement for details.

Calculation Formula
Percentage of valid recording days = Number of days when the recording feature is used in a month / Total number
of days in that month.
Recording fees = Peak number of concurrent recording channels in a month × Percentage of valid recording days ×
Recording channel unit price.

：

Note

Monthly peak number of concurrent recording channels: the greatest value among all 5-minute numbers of
live recording channels in the month. One recording format is counted as one recording stream channel. For
example, if MP4 and HLS files are recorded for the same stream ID, they will be counted as two recording
stream channels.
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Billing Example
A recording template is configured by user A for domain names A and B in the CSS console with 1 recording file
format for the former and 2 formats for the latter. Domain name A has 11 live pushes on April 2, 2020 and has 10
pushes on the other 5 days. Domain name B has 1 live push on April 29, 2020. The following table shows the number
of days when domain names A and B use the recording feature:

April 2020 (1st - 30th)
Stream ID
1st

2nd

3rd

…

28th

29th

30th

Number of
valid days
when the
recording
feature is
used

A

6

B

1

User A
uses
the

Recording is not
used
6

recording
feature

The number of peak recording channels on April 2, 2020 is 11. Calculation formula: 11 Channels for domain name
A × 1 Format + 0 Channels for domain name B × 2 Formats = 11 Channels.
The number of peak recording channels on April 29, 2020 is 12. Calculation formula: 10 Channels for domain name
A × 1 Format + 1 Channel for domain name B × 2 Formats = 12 Channels.
In April 2020, the number of recording days is 6 for domain name A and 1 for domain name B, so the total number
of days when user A uses the recording feature in April is 6, and the percentage of valid recording days is 6 days /
30 days = 0.2.
Therefore, the maximum number of concurrent live push channels for April 2020 is 12, the percentage of valid
recording days is 0.2, and the live recording fees you need to pay for this month are as follows:
Live recording fees for April = 5.2941 (USD/Channel/Month) × 0.2 × 12 Channels = 12.70584 USD.
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Live Screencapture
：

Last updated 2021-03-22 10:55:01
CSS can take screenshots of live streams and store them in COS. Using screencapture will incur fees, which will be
billed by the total number of screenshots taken for the month.

Notes
Screencapture is disabled by default and can be enabled in the console or through cloud APIs.
The generated screenshots are stored in COS and will incur COS storage fees. For details, please see COS
Pricing.
Screencapture is a paid feature. The first 1,000 screenshots of each month are free. Any additional
screenshots taken will incur fees.

Pricing
Screenshots

Price (USD/Thousand
screenshots)

Notes

≤ 1000

0

The first 1,000 screenshots of each month are free

＞ 1000

0.0176

The total number of screenshots will be rounded up to the
nearest 1,000

Billing Overview
Billable item: the number of screenshots.
Billing mode: pay-as-you-go.
Billing cycle: monthly billing cycle. The current month's bill will be generated between the 1st and 5th day of the next
month. Please refer to your actual billing statement for details.
Billing rules: fees are calculated by multiplying the total number of screenshots taken in a month and the unit price.

Billing Example
Suppose you used the live screencapture service from January 1 to February 1, 2021, and a total of 168,000
screenshots were generated during the month. Then, the live screencapture fees you would need to pay on February
2, 2021 would be as follows:
Live screencapture fees for January = 0.0176 (USD/Thousand screenshots) × (168 - 1) Thousand screenshots =
2.9392 USD.
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Intelligent Porn Detection
：

Last updated 2021-04-20 17:22:44
CSS provides porn detection. Because CSS needs to take screenshots in live streams to detect pornographic content,
using porn detection will incur porn detection fees and screencapture fees. Porn detection is a paid feature and is
billed by the total number of porn detection screenshots taken for the month.

Notes
Porn detection is disabled by default and can be enabled in the console.
The generated screenshots are stored in COS and will incur COS storage fees. For details, please see COS
Pricing.
Porn detection is a paid feature. The first 1,000 porn detection screenshots of each month are free. Any
additional screenshots taken will incur fees.

Pricing
Porn Detection
Screenshots

Price (USD/Thousand
screenshots)

Notes

≤ 1000

0

The first 1,000 screenshots of each month are free

＞ 1000

0.2294

The total number of screenshots will be rounded up to
the nearest 1,000

Note

：

For screenshots stored in COS outside the Chinese mainland, additional public network downstream traffic
fees will be incurred. For the detailed prices of specific billable COS items, please see COS Pricing.
For regions that support live screenshot storage, please see Service Region.

Billing Overview
Billable item: number of screenshots for porn detection.
Billing mode: pay-as-you-go.
Billing cycle: monthly billing cycle. The current month's bill will be generated between the 1st and 5th day of the next
month. Please refer to your actual billing statement for details.
Billing rules: fees are calculated by multiplying the total number of screenshots (with the first 1,000 free screenshots
deducted) taken in a calendar month for porn detection and the unit price.
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Billing Sample
Suppose you used the porn detection service from January 1 to February 1, 2021, and a total of 168,000 screenshots
for porn detection were generated during that month. Then, the porn detection fees you would need to pay on
February 2, 2021 would be as follows:
Porn detection fees for January = 0.2294 (USD/Thousand screenshots) × (168 - 1) Thousand screenshots = 38.3098
USD.
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Relay
：

Last updated 2022-10-14 16:26:04
The relaying service allows you to quickly pull content from existing videos or live streams and push it to the
destination address. The two billable items for the relaying service are relay task duration and third-party relaying
bandwidth.

Supports and Limits
The relaying service has become a paid service since 00:00 (UTC+8) on July 1, 2021. Relaying tasks
executed after July 1, 2021 will incur relaying fees, regardless of when the tasks were created.
Pulling data from an existing source will incur playback/download fees. If you pull from Tencent Cloud CSS, VOD,
or COS, the billing rules of the corresponding product will apply.

Relay Task Duration
Pricing
A relay task is billed by duration.
Billable Item

Price (USD/Min)

Relay task duration

0.00032

Billing details
Billable item: Relay task duration
Billing mode: Pay-as-you-go
Billing cycle: Daily billing. The fees generated each day are deducted at 10:00 AM or whenever your daily bill is
generated the following day.
Billing rules: The fees are based on the duration in which relaying tasks are executed. Paused or expired tasks will
not incur fees. If you resume a paused task, fees will be charged.

：

Note

If pulling fails due to abnormal source contents, the relay task will not stop until the specified end time, and the
corresponding task duration will be billed.
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Third-Party Relaying Bandwidth

：

Note

Relaying to a CSS URL of the current account (the account that created the relay task) will not incur relaying
bandwidth fees.
Relaying to a non-CSS address will incur third-party relay fees.

Pricing
Third-party relaying fees are based on the highest bandwidth (Mbps) used for relaying in each billing period. The price
varies depending on the region to which your streams are relayed. If you relay to multiple regions in a billing period,
fees will be charged separately based on the peak bandwidth usage in each region.
Region

Price (USD/Mbps/Month)

Chinese mainland

12.67

Hong Kong (China)

12.67

Singapore

8.04

Frankfurt

7.1

Seoul

16.56

India

23.66

Thailand

13.01

Silicon Valley

7.1

Virginia

7.1

Jakarta

17.4

Japan

13.01

São Paulo

23.66

Other regions

12.67

Billing details
Billing mode: Monthly pay-as-you-go
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Billing cycle: Monthly billing cycle. Your bill for each month is generated between the 1st and 3rd day of the
following month.
Billing rules: By default, third-party relay fees are charged in the pay-as-you-go mode based on your average daily
peak bandwidth usage (for all third-party relay tasks) in each month. If a different billing mode is used for the LVB
service under your account, that mode will apply to third-party relay.
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Time Shifting
：

Last updated 2022-06-02 16:45:15
Powered by the recording capability of CSS, the time shifting feature allows viewers to rewind and play back a video
stream from earlier time points. When time shifting is enabled for a VOD playback domain, TS segment URLs and TS
files for the video are saved in VOD, and the user can play back earlier video content by passing a time parameter in
the request URL under the playback domain.

Notes
The time shifting feature is billed according to the total time-shift period. You will also be charged playback fees
based on the traffic/bandwidth consumed, live recording fees, and VOD storage fees.
Total time-shift period = Total time-shift video length (minutes) x Time-shift days

：

Note

Total time-shift video length: The total length (minutes) of the video files for which time shifting is enabled.
Time-shift days: The number of days during which time shifting is allowed. Value range: 1-30.

Before using the time shifting feature, you need to enable live recording and VOD storage first. The videos
recorded must be in HLS format, and the time-shift days cannot be more than the storage days.
You need to submit a ticket to enable the time shifting feature. For details, see Time Shifting. When you no longer
need to use the feature, to avoid incurring unexpected charges, please submit a ticket to disable it.

Pricing
Billable Item

Price (USD/(Min x Day)/Day)

Total time-shift period

0.00003

Billing details
Billable item: Total time-shift period
Billing mode: Pay-as-you-go
Billing cycle: Daily. The time shifting fee generated each day will be deducted from your account the following day.
For the actual fee deduction and bill generation time, see your billing statement.
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Calculation formula
Total time-shift period = Total time-shift video length (minutes) x Time-shift days
Time-shift fee = Total time-shift period x Unit price

Pricing examples
A customer hosted a five-hour live streaming session starting from 12:00 on June 1 and allowed time shifting for the
live stream for 10 days.
Total time-shift period = 5 x 60 x 10 = 3,000 minutes
Time-shift fee incurred on June 1 = 0.00003 x 3,000 = 0.09 USD. The fee would be billed and deducted on June 2.
The live stream is playable from 12:00 on June 1 to 17:00 on June 11.
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Extended Features
：

Last updated 2022-11-23 10:45:11
Local mode for relay is an extended feature of CSS. If you enable local mode, the MP4 files of a relay task will be
cached to the local node before they are relayed. This ensures smoother and more reliable playback.

Notes
In addition to extended feature fees for using local mode, there will also be relay fees.

Pricing
Type

Price (USD/Unit)

Unit price

0.01515

Ratio of billing duration to actual duration:

Extended Feature

Ratio
Billing Duration (Billing Unit) : Actual Duration (Minutes)

Local relay mode

0.02 : 1

Billing Details
Item: Extended feature
Billing mode: Pay-as-you-go
Billing cycle: Daily. The fee generated each day will be deducted from your account the following day. For the actual
fee deduction and bill generation time, see your billing statement.

Calculation Formula
Billing duration = Actual duration x Ratio
Fee = Unit price x Billing duration
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Billing Example
Suppose you enabled local mode for a relay task on November 23, 2022. The duration of the task was 100 minutes,
including 60 minutes of local files. On November 24, you would need to pay the following fees:
The relay fee: 0.00032 (USD/minute) x 100 (minutes) = 0.032 (USD)
The extended feature fee: 0.01515 (USD) x 0.02 (billing unit/minute) × 60 (minutes)
=0.01818 (USD)
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Purchase Process
：

Last updated 2022-03-20 11:41:14
Cloud Streaming Services (CSS) is a pay-as-you-go service, and ready to use in a few steps. Simply register a
Tencent Cloud account and you can activate CSS service.

Create a Tencent Cloud Account
If you already have a Tencent Cloud account, skip this step.
If you do not have one, please follow Sign up for Tencent Cloud to create your Tencent Cloud account.
You may register your email address as your Tencent Cloud account.

Verify Identity
If you have already completed identity verification, skip this step.
Otherwise, please follow Identity Verification Guide to verify your identity.
After your personal or organizational identity is verified, you can activate the CSS service.

Activate CSS
Go to the CSS console page, select Agree to Tencent Cloud Service Agreement, and click Apply for Activation to
activate the CSS service.
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Changing Billing Modes
：

Last updated 2022-08-25 20:13:36

Note
Tencent Cloud key accounts can contact sales to change billing modes.
If you want to change your billing cycle from daily to monthly, please contact sales.
You can switch between daily bill-by-traffic and daily bill-by-bandwidth via the console, which takes effect the
following day. Switch from daily to monthly billing takes effect the following day after approval, and that from
monthly to daily billing takes effect the following month after approval.
If you switch from daily bill-by-traffic to daily bill-by-bandwidth, your traffic package can no longer be used for
deduction. To use it, you need to switch back to daily bill-by-traffic.
You can switch between daily bill-by-traffic and daily bill-by-bandwidth only once a day.

How to Change Billing Mode
1. Log in to the CSS console and click Overview on the left sidebar.
2. In the Billing Mode section, click Switch to switch your billing mode in or outside the Chinese mainland.
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3. In the pop-up, you will see the billing mode before and after the switch and the CSS products the switch affects.
Click Confirm.

：

Note

You can switch your billing mode in or outside the Chinese mainland only if your current billing cycle for LVB
and LEB are both daily.
Multiple modes indicates that you are using different billing modes for LVB and LEB in or outside the
Chinese mainland, in which case you cannot switch the modes via the console. Please submit a ticket or
contact sales.

How to Cancel Change
1. Log in to the CSS console and click Overview on the left sidebar.
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2. In the Billing Mode section, you will see the billing mode about to take effect. Click Cancel.

3. Click Confirm. After canceling a change of your billing mode in or outside the Chinese mainland, you cannot switch
the mode again on the same day.
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Viewing Bills
：

Last updated 2022-03-20 13:01:21
To view your CSS bills and payment details, go to Billing Center > Bills > Bill Details in the Tencent Cloud console.
The Bill Details page includes the Bill by Instance and Bill Details tabs:
Bill by Instance: displays aggregated bills by instance.
Bill Details: displays one record per bill without performing aggregation.

Bill by Instance
1. Click the Bill by Instance tab.
2. Click All products and then select Cloud Streaming Services to view the CSS bills.

Bill fields
Field
Transaction type

Configuration
description

Description
Daily billing cycle: fees are deducted daily
Monthly billing cycle: fees are deducted monthly
CSS sub-features and their usage in this month. CSS sub-features include:
Live transcoding
Live recording
Live screencapture
Porn detection

Original price

Total fees of the sub-feature(s) used in this month
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Field

Description

Discount rate

The user’s discount rate this month:Users on the daily billing cycle do not receive
discounts. Their discount rate is 1.

Total cost

Total cost = Original price × (1 - Discount rate)

：

Note

Other fields are assigned by Tencent Cloud. For details, see Bills.

Bill Details
1. Click the Bill Details tab.
2. Click All products and then select Cloud Streaming Services to view the details of the CSS bills.

Bill fields
Field

Description

Component
type

CSS sub-feature used in this month

Component
name

Sub-item under this component type

Component
list price

The component’s published unit price without discounts
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Field

Description

Component
usage

Usage of the component

Discount
rate

The user’s discount this month: users on the daily billing cycle do not receive discounts. Their
discount rate is 0. Users on the monthly billing cycle can contact sales to query about receiving
discounts

Usage
duration
Total cost

Total usage duration of the component
Total cost = Component’s original price x (1 - Discount rate). Component’s original price =
Component’s published unit price x Usage duration

：

Note

Other fields are assigned by Tencent Cloud. For details, see Bills.
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Processing for Overdue Payments
：

Last updated 2022-08-25 20:20:37

Overdue Payments
The current day's CSS pay-as-you-go daily billing items will be generated the morning of the next day. Bills for the
pay-as-you-go monthly billing items will be generated on the first day of the next month. For billing details, see
Viewing Bills.
Tencent Cloud will send you a notification if a payment becomes overdue due to insufficient account balance. If you
top up your account balance within 24 hours after receiving the notification, the CSS service will not be suspended.
Otherwise, the service will be suspended.
When a payment in your account becomes overdue, CSS will not terminate any ongoing live streams, which will
continue to incur costs as usual.
If your VOD service is suspended due to an overdue payment, the CSS recording feature will be affected, while
related service fees will continue to be billed as usual.

Service Suspension
If a payment is overdue and the account balance has not been topped up within the required period or contains
contents that violate Tencent Cloud’s rules or Terms of Service, CSS has the right to automatically repossess the
CSS resources under the account within 60 days after the date of service suspension.
After your account becomes suspended, VOD files generated by the live recording will become inaccessible, and
the screenshots (including the screenshots for porn detection) stored in COS will also be processed according to
the overdue accounts policy of COS.
If a Tencent Cloud account is suspended for containing contents that violate Tencent Cloud’s rules or Terms of
Service, the account cannot be recovered.

Repossession
If any account is overdue for over 60 days, Tencent Cloud will automatically repossess the CSS resources and
regularly clear the CSS data and records (of configurations, service logs, client authorizations, etc.) under that
account.
If you want to deactivate the CSS service and clear the CSS data under your account, please contact your Tencent
Cloud representative or submit a ticket.
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Billing FAQs
：

Last updated 2022-07-07 17:04:32

CSS
What are the billable items of CSS? What fees do I need to pay?
Billable items include basic services and value-added services. Extended service fees will also be charged if you use
CSS features that rely on the capabilities of other Tencent Cloud products.
Basic service fees are billed based on the downstream traffic/bandwidth consumed for connecting with cache
origin servers. Traffic/bandwidth is consumed whenever your live streams are played.

：

Note

CSS provides two billing modes: bill-by-traffic and bill-by-bandwidth. For the billing details, see Basic
Services. To change your billing mode, see Changing Billing Modes.

Value-added service fees are incurred if you use the transcoding, recording, screencapture, or porn detection
feature. The features are disabled by default. For details, see “Value-Added Service Fees” in Pricing Overview.
Extended service fees are incurred if you use CSS features that rely on the capabilities of other Tencent Cloud
products. The fees are charged according to the billing rules of the corresponding products. For details, see
“Extended Service Fees” in Pricing Overview.

How can I know whether my account has overdue payments?
Log in to the CSS console and click Billing Center in the top right corner to view your balance. Your account has
overdue payments if the available balance is negative. To continue using CSS and other services, please make the
payment in a timely manner.

Will I be charged for pushing streams?
By default, fees are billed based on downstream usage. However, upstream usage will also be billed if the ratio of
downstream traffic to upstream traffic is smaller than 10:1 and the highest upstream bandwidth used in a day
exceeds 100 Mbps.
The billing modes, list prices, and tiered pricing rules for upstream usage are the same as those for downstream
usage. Downstream usage has been billed since 00:00 (UTC+08:00), July 1, 2021.

When are value-added service fees incurred?
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If you enable features that are bound to push domains, such as recording, screencapture, porn detection, and
watermarking, fees are incurred when streams are pushed. If you enable features bound to playback domains, fees
are incurred when streams are played. This means if you create a transcoding template and bind it to a playback
domain name, as long as you do not use the domain for playback, no transcoding fees will be charged. Using the
watermarking or stream mix feature may incur standard transcoding fees, which are based on the resolution of output
streams.

Are there two expenses for porn detection?
Because CSS analyzes screenshots of live streams to detect pornographic content, using the porn detection feature
will incur two expenses: screencapture and porn detection. Porn detection fees are based on the number of
screenshots analyzed.
CSS offers a free tier of 1,000 screenshots per month for the screencapture feature.
CSS offers a free tier of 1,000 screenshots per month for porn detection.
For details, see Live Screencapture and Intelligent Porn Detection.

Can I allow only paid users to access my content?
Currently, CSS does not support controlling access to your content depending on whether a user is a paid user.
However, if you record your videos and save them to VOD, you can encrypt the videos to control playback
permissions.

Transcoding
How is live transcoding billed? How can I estimate the transcoding fees?
Live transcoding fees depend on codec, resolution, and transcoding duration. Stream mix and watermarking are
implemented by the transcoding module, so using the two features may also incur transcoding fees. For details, see
Live Transcoding.
Transcoding fees will only be charged once if the same live stream is watched by multiple viewers at the same bitrate.
Example: On January 1, 2022, you transcoded stream A to H.264_720P (one hour) and added watermarks to stream
B (30 minutes; resolution of the output stream: 480p).
On January 2, 2021, your transcoding fees would be 0.0057 (USD/min) x 60 (min) + 0.0028 (USD/min) x 30 (min) =
0.426 USD.

I didn’t use the live transcoding feature, so why were transcoding fees incurred?
Live transcoding services include live real-time transcoding, stream mix, and watermarking. Using stream mix or
watermarking will also incur transcoding fees.
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Does stream mix always incur transcoding fees?
Yes. Because transcoding resources are consumed during stream mix regardless of whether the output stream is
played, the transcoding fees for stream mix are based on the stream mix duration. This is different from the billing of
live transcoding, which is based on playback duration.

Live Recording
How is live recording billed?
Live recording is billed by the peak number of concurrent recording channels in the current month. A single live stream
recorded in one file format is counted as one recording channel. If you record in two formats (MP4 and HLS), they will
be counted as two recording channels.

How is the peak number of concurrent recording channels calculated?
One stream (stream ID) recorded in one format is counted as one recording channel. The number of concurrent
recording channels is collected every five minutes, and the highest number each month is used for billing.
Example:
Current Month
Stream ID

Recording
Format

Day 1

HLS

Day 2

Day 3

…

Day
28

Day
29

Day
30

No recording
tasks

MP4
A
FLV
AAC
HLS
MP4
B
FLV
AAC
C

HLS
MP4
FLV
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AAC
Recording Channels

5

Peak Number of Recording
Channels

7

6

11

6

5

11

：

Note

Yellow: Recording tasks for stream A.
Green: Recording tasks for stream B.
Blue: Recording tasks for stream C.

Why was I charged 10.5882 USD after using live recording?
When two live streams are recorded simultaneously or one live stream is recorded into two formats, there will be two
concurrent recording channels. Live recording is billed based on the peak number of concurrent recording channels
each month at 5.2941 USD per channel. Therefore, if you started two concurrent recording channels at most in a
month, your recording fee for the month would be 10.5882 USD. For more information, see Live Recording.
To view your peak number of concurrent recording channels in a previous month, go to Bill Details > Bill by Instance
and click Bill Details in the Operation column.
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